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JOHNSONIAN FIGURES
A Cornucopia of Vanity,
Idleness, and Death in
Samuel Johnson's Prose Writings
Mark A. Pedreira
[EDITOR'S NOTE; 1650-1830 hopes to revive worthwhile old
scholarly traditions as well as to break new scholarly ground.
One neglected scholarly genre is the multiple-part essay on a
complex topic. With this essay, Mark Pedreira completes his
two-part study of Johnsonian rhetoric. Professor Pedreira's
first essay was published in the first volume of this annual.]

assert that Johnson is a copiotis prose stylist might
^Sl^§seem, at first, like reopening a dialogue with eighteenthand nineteenth-century literary history. James Boswell,
Hugh Blair, Horace Walpole, and Thomas Babington Macaulay,
after all, praised or blamed Johnson for his copious expression.
But these critics have generally spoken of Johnson's copia in
limited terms, either noting the grand march of his periods, as
did Boswell, or commenting upon his excessive use of certain
figures, as did Blair, Walpole, and Macaulay. Blair spoke for
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many rhetoricians in the eighteenth century when he, in an
unpublished lecture, criticized Johnson's "affected" copiousness,
a style that he largely identifies with Johnson's use of senten
tious figures, especially antithesis^ And "Walpole and Macaulay
spoke for many writers in the nineteenth century when they
ridiculed Johnson's synonymy, referring to his synonymous
practices as "triptology" and "pompous triads."^
Contemporary critics have downplayed the copious nature
of Johnson's style, a reevaluation influenced by certain
theoretical claims about his philosophy of rhetoric. Studies of
Johnson's A Dictionary of the English Language by William
Wimsatt and others have revealed Johnson's strong indebtedness
to John Locke's epistemology, particularly to Lockean
assumptions about words.^ This archival research placed
Johnson within a broad philosophical tradition of seventeenthand eighteenth-century empiricism, resulting in historical
reassessments of his prose style that his contemporaries would
have fotmd surprising. In place of earlier characterization of
Johnson's copious prose style, William Wimsatt argued for
Johnson's "philosophic diction," "mechanical metaphor," and
"rhetoric of the neoclassical couplet"; others, who similarly
interpreted Johnson through the lens of this philological
' See Hugh Blair, "An Idea of Dr. Johnson's Mode of Writing," The London
Magazine: or. Gentleman's Monthly Intelligencer 0une 1783), 289.
^ In Walpole's Works, he censures Johnson's use of "Triptology," a "threefold
inundation of parallel expressions," because of its copious effect: "He illustrates
till he fatigues. This fault is so usual with him, he is so apt to explain the same
thought by three different set of phrases heaped on each other" (Horace Walpole,
"General Criticism of Dr. Johnson's Writings," Johnson: The Critical Heritage, ed.
James T. Boulton [New York: Barnes and Noble, 1971], 325). On Macaulay's
censure of Johnson's "pompous triads," see Thomas Babington Macaulay, "Samuel
Johnson," Thomas Babington Macaulay: Selected Writings, ed. John Clive and
Thomas Pinney (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1972), 149.
' See William Wimsan, "Corpuscular Epistemology," Philosophic Words: A Study
of Style and Meaning in the Rambler and Dictionary of Samuel Johnson (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1948), 94-103; and Robert DeMaria, Jr.,Johnson's Dictionary
and the Language of Learning (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,
1986), passim.
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research, have spoken of his "natural style" and "transitional"
style, a style marked more by its modern philological traits than
by its classical figurative character/ Assumptions about
Johnson's philosophy of rhetoric, in other words, have resvilted
in a narrowed conception of his appreciation of the historical
copia tradition and of this tradition's significance to his ethical
thought.
In my previous essay, "Johnsonian Figures," I argued that
Johnson's theory of style might be seen as an odd marriage of
the Lockean epistemological and the historical copia traditions,
a philosophy of rhetoric that brings together certain rudiments
of a modern theory of knowledge and an ancient system of
communication. In this essay, I shall proceed to examine
Johnson's stylistic practices. More specifically, I look at how
Johnson uses a wide range of figures to vary and amplify the
themes of vanity, idleness, and death—three of the most
important themes in his ethical writings. It is my contention
that Johnson's embellishment of these three themes displays
copious stylistic practices that are typical of his method of
ethical inquiry, and that some of these practices, figurative
amplification in particular, identify his prose style with certain
persuasive ideals found in the Renaissance tradition of figurative
handbooks.
Though a wide variety of ethical themes could be chosen to
study Johnson's copious prose style, his rhetorical statements
about vanity, idleness, and death have a thematic and stylistic
coherence that careful analysis will repay with ethical insight.
These themes are related in Johnson's ethics because he sees in
each the need to recognize human limitations, whether of
ambition, physical agency, or mortality. Stylistically, these
themes are also coherent in his ethics because his Christian
•* See 'Winisatt, Philosophic Words, 50-69; Wimsatt, The Prose Style of Samuel Johnson
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1941), 14-49, 124-8; William Edinger, Samuel
Johnson and Poetic Style (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1977), 102-33;
Steven Lynn, Samuel Johnson after Deconstruction: Rhetoric and The Rambler
(Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 1992), 65-114.
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theology upholds each—except for death—as a serious threat to
society that needs to be countered with pathetical rhetoric,
frequently of the grand style. To move his eighteenth-century
audience about the dangers of vanity, idleness, and death,
Johnson draws upon the rich classical and Renaissance heritage
of figurative copia and, particularly, of figurative amplification.
Before examining Johnson's techniques of stylistic amplifi
cation, we must first estabfish a brief historical definition of
amplification within which his practices may be defined and
evaluated. As a student of Quintilian and Erasmus, Johnson
would probably have thought of stylistic amplification much as
it is presented in Institutio Oratoria and De Copia. In the
Institutio, Quintilian divides amplification into four classes:
augmentation, comparison, reasoning, and accumulation.
Briefly, these classes can be defined as follows: augmentation is
to persuade by climax; comparison is to persuade by similarity
and difference; reasoning is to infer (circumstances) by context;
and accumulation is to persuade by quantity.^ Quintilian lists
and exemplifies numerous kinds of figures that fit these genera,
but the fourfold classification of these figures, according to type
and rhetorical effect, would be the legacy of Renaissance
rhetoricians, especially of the Erasmian school.
Despite the broad interpretation of the copia tradition in
Renaissance rhetorical handbooks, distinctive emphasis was
placed on two of Quintilian's classes of amplification, augmenta
tion and accumulation. In De Copia, Erasmus offered his
readers extensive instruction on how to amplify ideas through
each of Quintilian's four classes, but his own virtuoso
demonstrations, such as the "Experientiae," displayed a
particular fondness for synonymy, auxesis, and periphrasis, all
of them figures of accumulation and augmentation.^ Peacham
and Puttenham, following Erasmus's example, allocate
' See Quintflian, Institutio Oratoria, Vin.iv.3-28.
' See Desiderius Erasmus, De duplici copia verhorum ac rerum commentarii duo,
trans. Betty I. Knott, in Collected Works of Erasmus, ed. Craig R. Thompson
(Toronto; University of Toronto Press, 1978), 348-65.
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considerable space in their handbooks to figures of acciunulation and augmentation, discussing these figures under the
broader classifications of "Amplification" and of "Figures
Sententious."^ Historically, the influence of these figurative
handbooks on English prose style is unmistakable, defining a
tradition of copious wit that remained largely intact rmtil the
eighteenth-century rhetoricians developed new stylistic
classifications based on contemporary philosophical thought and
helletristic culture.®
Though Johnson's theory of style was influenced by both
classical and modem thought, his literary criticism malas it
quite clear that he works within the broader tradition of
figurative wit foimd in Renaissance handbooks and that this
tradition of wit informs his conception of ethical inquiry. We
have seen, in my earlier essay, that he praises Sir Thomas
Browne for his "verba ardentia," a comment that applies
directly to Browne's Christian Morals, the text in which
Johnson's Life of Sir Thomas Browne appears.' And we have
also seen that Johnson praises Joseph Addison for his copious
"enchantment of fancy" in The Spectator, especially for
presenting "Tmth" in a "thousand dresses."^® It might be said,
moreover, that many of Johnson's favorite prose writers. Sir
Phihp Sidney, Sir Walter Ralegh, Francis Bacon, Edward
Clarendon, and Richard Knolles, display varying degrees of
stylistic copia, of which many fine examples can be foimd in
Johnson's Dictionary.
' See Henry Peacham, The Garden of Eloquence, ed. R. C. Alston (Menston,
England: Scolar Press Limited, 1971), 89-150; Geoige Puitenham, The Arte of
English Poesie, ed. Hilton Landry (Kent: Kent State University Press, 1970), 206-54.
' See Wilbur Samuel Howell, Logic and Rhetoric in England, lSOO-1700 (New
York: Russell and Russell, 1956), 116-37; Howell, Eighteenth-Century British Logic
and Rhetoric (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1971), 1971.
' Mark Pedreira, "Johnsonian Figures: Copia and Lockean Observation in Samuel
Johnson's Critical Writings," 1650-1850: Ideas, Aesthetics, and Inquiries in the Early
Modern Era 1 (1994): 34-40.
Pedreira, "Johnsonian Figures," 28-9.
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What Johnson praises in others he certainly practices himself.
Though he, Hke most prolific writers, possesses a wide range of
styles, the consistent traits of his prose style are its figurative
copiousness and its amplificatory traits. In Johnson's ethical
writings, the persuasiveness of his prose style is achieved largely
by the expansion of ideas through figurative amplification.
With respect to his techniques of amplifying the themes of
vanity, idleness, and death, the following generalizations might
be made: comparison helps him to humanize his ethical themes
through similitudes; accumulation, to highlight the dangers
associated with these themes through abrmdance; and augmenta
tion, to intensify these dangers through climactic progression.
Johnson's method of ethical persuasion depends largely upon
the accumulation and intensification of logical proof and upon
the presentation of these proofs to an audience in humanistic
contexts. This method of ethical inquiry, founded as it is upon
classical and Renaissance stylistic ideals, upset many more
progressive writers in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
But Johnson, though always open to modern ideas, looked
backward in his ethical theory to the formts of classical and
Renaissance rhetorical culture.

Let observation with extensive view.
Survey mankind, from China to Peru;
Remark each anxious toil, each eager strife.
And watch the busy scenes of crowded life.
— Johnson, The Vanity of Human Wishes
The theme of vanity is a central concern of Johnson's
humanistic ethics. In The Vanity of Human Wishes he paints a
landscape in which this vice influences every aspect of human
existence, extending not only from China to Peru, but also
from ancient Xerxes' mad "lashings" of the wind to contempo-
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raiy Prince Charles of Sweden's ignominious fall on a "barren
strand." But in the Diaionary of the English Language, Johnson
offers two classifications of vain behavior: "Fruitless desire;
fruitless endeavour." His Sermon 12, based on Ecclesiastes,
highlights his tendency to see this vice in terms of these two
classes. "The history of mankind is little else than a narrative
of designs which have failed, and hopes that have been
disappointed."" If Johnson's Dictionary and Sermon portray
vanity in terms of the classes of desire and endeavor, it is not
surprising that he varies and amplifies this theme with regard to
its psychological qualities and physical effects.
To define vanity and show its negative effects, Johnson uses
each of Quintilian's faur classes of amplification, though his
principal means of embellishing this theme is through
comparative and accumulative figures. In broad terms, his
figurative strategy might be characterized as follows: using
antithesis and simile in his moral essays, he contrasts vanity
with other passions and compares it with similitudes drawn
from nature. Identifying vanity's nature is, however, but half
his strategy. The other half is amplifying this vice's presence as
an intrinsic human quality. Grammatical figures, epanalepsis
and antimetabole, amphfy the limitations of human nature. A
figure of augmentation, anadiplosis proves useful for this same
rhetorical purpose. Yet Johnson seems most persuasive when
he uses figures of accumulation to intensify the causes and
effects of vanity, such as in his use of enumeration to highlight
the vanity of dictionary-making in his Dictionary's "Preface."
Johnson began his career as a moral essayist in Rambler #1
by contesting, via the amplificatory figures of synonymy,
antithesis, and simile, the Stoic view expressed by contemporary
wits that desire for future things is itself a vain desire." He
" Samuel Johnson, Sermons, ed. Jean Hagstrum and James Gray, The Works of
Samuel Johnson (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1978), XIV: 130.
" Johnson begins Rambler #2 by offering the following statement as his
opposition's claim about the danger of vain desires: "That the mind of man is
never satisfied with the objects immediately before it, but is always breaking away
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responds that moderate desire is good rather than vain, a
position consistent with the calculus of AristoteHan ethics.
Basing his argument on the nature of things, Johnson argues
from definition and means/ends to show how a certain species
of desire, hope, is necessary—arguments which he amplifies by
synonymy.
This quality of looking forward into futurity seems the
tmavoidable condition of a being, whose motions are
gradual, and whose life is progressive: as his powers are
hmited, he must use means for the attainment of his ends,
and intend first what he performs last; as, by continual
advances from his first stage of existence, he is perpetually
varying the horizon of his prospects, he must always
discover new motives of action, new excitements of fear,
and allurements of desire.^'
By defining hiimans as "progressive beings" whose lives are
given meaning in time, and by claiming that "means" logically
precede "ends," that intentions precede human actions, Johnson
rebuts his opposition's claim that desire itself is vain. The
passage is noteworthy in that Johnson's argumentative method
typically moves from topical proof—definition and
means/ends—to figurative amplification, an argument from
synonymy. The three-part synonymy takes a form known
historically as the Johnsonian "triplet": "he must always
discover new motives of action, new excitements of fear, and
allurements of desire." For Johnson, the synonymous triplet is
persuasive because as a figure of accumulation it reinforces an
idea through repetition. In this example, desire is characterized
by three similar terms: motives, excitements, and allurements.
Such a use of synonymy is for him a habit of mind. Following
from the present moment, and losing itself in schemes of future felicity" (Samuel
Johnson, The Rambler, ed. W. J. Bate and Albrecht B. Strauss, The Works of Samuel
Johnson [New Haven: Yale University Press, 1969], IH: 9).
" Johnson, The Rambler, HI: 10.
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Rambler #1 he uses it 26 more times in his Rambler essays.'^
Historically speaking, this kind of synonymy is more typical of
Renaissance rhetorical practices—as in Erasmus' synonymous
quartet, "man's birth is painful and sordid, his upbringing
wearisome, his childhood fraught with dangers, and his youth
hard-won with toil"'^—than of post-Renaissance rhetoric, as
typified in the negative characterizations of synonymy by
Walpole and Macaulay.
If Johnson in Rambler HI uses synonymy as a means of
amplifying the naturalness of desire through accumulation, he
uses two other figures, antithesis and simile, as a means of
comparing the passion of desire with other passions. His
argument from antithesis does not follow the strict Aristotelian
form of the comparison of opposites, but rather takes the more
imperfect antithetical form often foimd in the eighteenthcentury heroic couplet: "The natural flights of the human mind
are not from pleasure to pleasure, but from hope to hope."^^
Johnson's antithesis communicates the ethical commonplace,
popularized by Lockean epistemology, that desire is fundamen
tal to ethical deliberation.^^ But he refashions this ethical
commonplace by comparing "pleasure" with "hope" in an
antithetical contrast, arguing that the mind moves not from
"pleasure to pleasure" but from "hope to hope." That is, hope,
as a species of desire, is natural and therefore not vain. The
essay is so arranged that this antithetical claim immediately
follows an argument from means/ends: "The end therefore
which at present calls forth our efforts will be foimd, when it
is once gained, to be only one of the means to some remoter
end."^^ Like his use of synonymy, Johnson's antithesis amphfies
" See Chiisue, Johnson the Essayist, 31-4.
" Desiderius Erasmus, Praise of Folly, trans. Betty Radice (New York: Viking
Penguin, 1971), 108.
" Johnson, The RamUer, nt 10.
" See John Locke, An Essay concerning Human Understanding, ed. Peter H.
Nidditch (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1975), n.xxi.41.
" Johnson, The Rambler, HI: 10.
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the logical point at issue, using comparison to evaluate the
passion of desire within the broader framework of a psychology
of the passions.
To explain how desire can be vain, Johnson completes his
definition of vanity in Rambler #2 by using another compara
tive figure, the similitude. He concludes that though desire as
a species of hope is good, an excessive hope is bad:
The understanding of a man, naturally sanguine, may,
indeed, be easily vitiated by the luxxxrious indulgence of
hope, however necessary to the production of everything
great or excellent, as some plants are destroyed by too
open exposure to that sun which gives life and beauty to
the vegetable world."
Johnson argues here for the Aristotehan position that virtue
maintains a mean between extremes, while vice exceeds the
mean. He humanizes this argument by illustrating it with a
simile that functions very much like an argument from analogy.
Just as in an analogical argument, Johnson's simile compares
two things, sun and life, to two other things, excessive desire
and vanity. But his simile achieves the logical effect of
analogical reasoning without its strict logical form. As a
stylistic signature, Johnson's similitudes typically take the form
of his plant simile—"as some plants are destroyed by too open
exposure to that srm which gives life and beauty to the
vegetable world"—which amplifies a generalized claim with a
concrete illustration tucked into the sentence's concluding
dependent clause.^® The rhetorical effect of this use of the
"Johnson, The Rambler, EI: 11-12.
This kind of simile is common in Johnson's essays, appearing in the first 69
Rambler essays more than ten times (I noted examples that illustrate a variety of
subjeas in the following essays in the Yale edition's third volume of The Rambler):
#4 on novel writing (EI: 20, 22); #6 on remedy for uneasiness (EI; 32); #8 on
imagination overcoming reason (EI: 43); #14 on hypocrisy (EI: 76); #38 on avarice
(EL 208); #48 on health (EL 261); and #52 on grief (EI: 282).
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simile is that it moves his prose gracefully from the general to
the particular, concretizing but also amplifying the ethical.
If vanity is excessive desire, its cure according to Johnson is
the hiimanist's recognition of human limitations. In Idler #88
and Sermon 12, Johnson uses figurative language to amplify the
vanity of not recognizing human limitations in the sciences and
in religious and civic life. His amplification of the word litde,
and of human limitation generally, draws upon a variety of
figures, broadly classified as grammatical and augmentative.
In Idler #88, "What have ye done," Johnson contrasts the
Royal Society's imbounded faith in scientific progress with his
more sober humanistic expectations. To make this comparison,
he first presents the Royal Society's credo of progress (essen
tially an epitome of its Philosophical Transaction^) and then
contrasts this credo with his own sententious statement about
human limitations. About the progress of the Royal Society:
When the philosophers of the last age were first congre
gated into the Royal Society, great expectations were
raised of the sudden progress of useful arts; the time was
supposed to be near when engines should turn by a
perpetual motion, and health should be secured by the
universal medicine; when learning should be faciHtated by
a real character, and commerce extended by ships which
could reach their ports in defiance of the tempest.^^
Johnson's evaluation is implicit in his very sentence structure,
a periodic structure as weighty in its right-branching clauses and
internal repetition as the promises contained therein. To
contrast the Royal Society's view of progress with his own, he
uses a figure of repetition, epanalepsis, to emphasize human
limitations. Epanalepsis, according to Peacham, is "when a
Samuel Johnson, The Idler and The Adventurer, ed. W. J. Bate, John M. Bullitt,
and L. F. Powell, The Works of Samuel Johnson (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1963), It 273.
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sentence doth both beginne and ende with one and the selfe
same worde."^^ Johnson, desiring to emphasize the littleness of
htunan beings, states, "little more than nothing is as much as
can be expected from a being who with respect to the
multitudes about him is himself little more than nothing."^'
Such syntactical repetition is more typical of Renaissance poetry
than of modern prose—as, for example, in Spenser's use of
epanalepsis to describe the knight Cambell defending the honor
of his sister Canacee in Book IV, Canto ii of The Faerie Queenei
"Bold was the chalenge, as himselfe was bold."^^ In Idler #88,
Johnson's use of epanalepsis reveals his appreciation of the
Renaissance tradition of grammatical figures, figures that
persuade through memorable repetition.
In Sermon 12, Johnson's argument for human limitations
makes use of two other figures, anadiplosis and antimetabole.
Here, he is concerned less with specific limitations than with
the civic implications of hirman weakness and dependency. He
chooses anadiplosis and antimetabole because as figures of
lexical repetition and of syntactical inversion they help him to
highlight the vanity of human endeavors and the necessity of
human interdependency.
Early in Sermon 12, Johnson uses anadiplosis to argue one of
this sermon's two central premises about human limitations,
namely, that the future consequences of human actions are
uncertain. Anadiplosis, according to Peacham, is a figure of
climactic—and oftentimes copious—repetition, "when the laste
worde of the fyrst clause is the fyrst word of the second." It is
a figure frequently used by one of Johnson's favorite poets,
Ovid, who in Peacham's handbook is quoted thus, "With death,
death must be recompenced, on mischiefe mischiefe must be
heapte."^' In arguing his premise about human limitations,
^ Peacham, The Garden of Eloquence, 57.
" Johnson, The Idler and Adventurer, IL 274-5.
" Herbert David Fix, Rhetoric in Spenser's Poetry (State College: Pennsylvania State
Press, 1940), 27.
" Peacham, Garden of Eloquence, 59.
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Johnson offers a more tempered yet nonetheless elegant
example of this figure:
"Our endeavours end without
performance, and performance ends without satisfaction."^^
"Performance" is the repeated word, emphasizing that human
"endeavours" not only fail the criterion of "performance" but
also of "satisfaction." Johnson apparently valued the ethical
potential of this figure, for imder "anadiplosis" in the Dictionary
he offered his own ethical illustration of the term.^^
If individual agency is minimized in Sermon 12, human
dependency is, conversely, amplified. Johnson uses the figure
of antimetabole, a figure of syntactical inversion in which
repeated words are transposed, to amplify his other sermon's
central premise that each person is dependent upon others.^®
He states, "If dependence be a state of humiliation, every man
has reason to be humble, for every man is dependent" (my
italics).^' The rhetorical effect of Johnson's use of antimetabole
is to amplify certain words of his enthymemic claim, revealing
the exact nature of the causal relationship between dependence
and humility. Dependence should be seen as a necessary cause
of humility—as long as one accepts Johnson's assumed premise
that dependence is a state of humiliation. In Sermon 12,
antimetabole provides Johnson with a graceful means of arguing
the causal relationship between dependency and humility in
civic life, one of his most important religious arguments against
vanity.
Any discmsion of Johnson's vanity theme eventually leads
to his "Preface" to A Dictionary of the English Language (1755).
Though by its publication date he had filled many a sheaf with
his thoughts on vanity, his nine-year experience of defining the
English language made him especially aware of his own vain
ambitions. In the "Preface," Johnson generally explains the vain
Johnson, Sermons, XIV: 131.
" Pedreira, "Johnsonian Figures," 21.
For a precise definition of this contested term, see Richard Lanham, A Handlist
of Rhetorical Terms, 2nd ed. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1991), 14.
Johnson, Sermons, XIV: 134.
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ambitions of his dictionary-making by means of comparative
figures such as similitudes. But when he desires to communi
cate the folly of his lexicographical vanity with pathos, he turns
to a figure of accumulation: entuneratio. As defined in
Peacham and other Renaissance handbooks, this figure of
amplification bears little resemblance to modern enumeration;
it does not simply enumerate in a sheer list, but rather by
dividing a subject into its constituent parts according (as
Peacham puts it) to accidents, antecedents, causes and effects,
and genus and species.^°
In the "Preface," Johnson's example of enumeratio immedi
ately follows his discussion of his Dictionary's illustrative
quotations. The rhetorical situation underlying his use of
enumeratio is his desire to know all "words" and "things" and
to define and illrrstrate them perfectly. To amplify this desire,
he makes two separate statements about his ambitions, each of
which is subdivided by an enumeration of parts:
When first I engaged in this work, I resolved to leave
neither words nor things unexamined, and pleased myself
with a prospect of the hours which I should enter and
ransack, the treasures with which I expected every search
into those neglected mines to reward my labour, and the
triumph with which I should display my acquisitions to
mankind. When I had thus inquired into the original of
words, I resolved to show likewise my attention to
things; to pierce deep into every science, to inquire the
nature of every substance of which I inserted the name,
to hmit every idea by a definition strictly logical, and
exhibit every production of art or nature in an accurate
description, that my book might be in place of all other
dictionaries whether appellative or technical.^^
Henry Peacham, The Garden of Eloquence, 125.
" Donald Greene, ed., Samuel Johnson (New York: Oxford University Press 1989)
321-2.
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The beauty of this passage lies in its unfulfilled promises, the socalled "triumph" that is never complete. Most of Johnson's
lexicographical ambitions are given in the infinitive form—"to
pierce," "to inquire," "to limit," and "[to] ex
hibit"—grammatically and semantically suggesting his vain
desire.
These goals are, as Johnson the inexperienced
dictionary-maker envisions them, the species of lexicographical
perfection. He ends his enumerative progression, however,
with a figure of closure, epiphonema, a sententious figure that
generally rounds out a climax but that here topples his enumer
ative climax into a bathetic awareness of human limitations^^:
"But these were the dreams of a poet doomed at last to wake a
lexicographer."
By concluding his argument with this
epigrammatic touch, he strikes the perfect balance between the
accumulated weight of expectation and the bathetic trial of
experience. Vanity was the price paid for unbotmded lexico
graphical ambition.
Johnson's embellishment of his vanity theme ranges from the
cool philosophical speculation of his comparative and grammati
cal figures to the bold amplification of his figures of augmenta
tion and accumulation. His figures reveal his principal concerns
regarding this theme, whether simile to compare vanity with
other passions, epanalepsis, anadiplosis, and antimetabole to
augment human limitations, or emuneratio to accumulate vain
ambitions. His figures of vanity show this vice for what it is,
an imbalance of human desires and endeavors and a disregard
for human limitations.

Quintilian defines epiphonema as "an exclamation attached to the close of a
statement or a proof by way of climax" {Institutio Oratoria, Vin.v.i^.
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lam uidetis quam nulla sit usquam ociandi licentia,
nullus inertiaepraetextus, nulla taherna uinaria, nulla
ceruisiaria, nusquam lupanar, nulla corruptelae
occasio, nullae latebrae, concilidbulum nullum, sed
omnium praesentes oculi necessitatem ut consueti
laboris, aut ocij nan inhonesti faciunt.
— Sir Thomas More, Utopia

If the bold vice of vanity offers Johnson abundant material to
vary through figures, the less conspicuous vice of idleness offers
a greater rhetorical challenge. Certainly, he could look back to
the works of Renaissance Christian humanists for precedents on
how to treat the theme of idleness. Both in the Latin and
English humanist writings, such as Eramxis's Praise of Folly,
More's Utopia,
Arcadia, and Spenser's Faerie Queene,
idleness is condemned as a vice that harms the individual and
undermines the commonwealth. But though taken seriously,
idleness is rarely written about in any systematic way.
Johnson, however, makes it a major thematic thread of his
ethical writings, offering telling examples of its psychological
and physical effects on the individual and on society.
In his discussion of idleness, Johnson adopts diverse
rhetorical stances that call for a variety of figures. On the more
playful side, Johnson, in The Idler, casts himself in the persona
of the Idler entertaining idlers. To adopt this playful role, he
finds a nimiber of figures helpful, of which polyptoton, a
favorite figure of sixteenth- and seventeenth-century poets, is the
most striking. But on the more serious side, Johnson can be
quite stern, even hortatory, about the civic and personal dangers
of idleness. In his sermons and biographical writings, he uses
bold figures such as gradatio and congeries, augmenting the evils
of idleness and accumulating its negative effects. His rhetorical
purpose is pathetical, to move his audience out of their sluggish
state.
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In an early Idler essay, Idler #3, Johnson introduces the
theme of idleness with a figure that is rarely fotmd in the
eighteenth-century essay tradition, polyptoton. Renaissance
rhetoricians, such as Puttenham, defined polyptoton as a figure
of wit, in "which ye turne and translace a word into many
simdry shapes."^' It was classified, moreover, as an auricular
figure, a figure "that worketh by iteration or repetition of one
word or clause."^"* English writers through the seventeenthcentury made good use of it, as in Donne's famous lines, "And
death shall be no more; death, thou shalt die." But by the
eighteenth century polyptoton and similar auricular figures,
being based on sound rather than sense, are generally considered
a species of false wit—zt least by Addisonian standards.^^
Johnson, however, values the auricular figures as a part of a
larger tradition of wit that, with the authority of Renaissance
and classical rhetoric, upholds aural figures as a means of
instructing by delighting. His example of polyptoton:
There are said to be pleasures in madness known only
to madmen. There are certainly miseries in idleness,
which the Idler only can conceive. These miseries I have
often felt and often bewailed. I know, by experience,
how welcome is every avocation that summons the
thoughts to a new image; and how much languour and
lassitude are relieved by that officiotisness which offers a
momentary amusement to him who is unable to find it
for himself.
It is naturally indifferent to this race of men what
entertainment they receive, so they are but entertained.
They catch, with equal eagerness, at a moral lecture, or
" Punenham, The Arte of English Poesie, 213. Instead of the Gte^veim polyptoton,
he uses the Latin term traductio.
^ Puttenham, The Art of English Poesie, 208.
" See Joseph Addison, The Spectator, ed. Donald Bond (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1965), I: 263-70.
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the memoirs of a robber; a prediction of the appearance
of a comet, or the calculation of the chances of a lottery.
They might therefore, easily be pleased, if they
consulted only their own minds; but those who will not
take the trouble to think for themselves, have always
somebody that thinks for them; and the difficidty in
writing is to please those from whom others learn to be
pleased?^
Without the amplificatory effect of polyptoton, what is said
here would not be very interesting. With polyptoton, however,
Johnson effectively sets up the role of the Idler in relation to
his fellow idlen: one who provides "entertainment" for those
who want to be "entertained"; one who "thinks" for those who
will not "think"; and one whose end is to "please" those who
want to be "pleased." Though Johnson acknowledges in Idler
#3 that he is not the first to speak of the theme of idleness, he
cleverly demonstrates through the copious figure of polyptoton
that style itself can give a new exigence to ethical thought.
To persuade his audience about the dangers of idleness,
Johnson describes the mental and physical qualities of this vice
by using the tropes of metaphor and synecdoche. As mental
inactivity, idleness is generally the effect of intellectual laziness.
In describing this state of laziness, Johnson chooses metaphors
that emphasize physical emptiness and stasis. In Rasselas, Imlac,
the philosopher-sage, claims that "ignorance is mere privation,
by which nothing can be produced; it is a vacuity in which the
soul sits motionless and torpid for want of attraction.
Mental
laziness, says the Johnsonian sage, has the effect of emptying the
intellect and of arresting its motion, causing the soul's vacuity
and torpidity. Readers of Johnson's essays have been enter
tained with the description of many such vacuous and torpid
" Johnson, The Idler and The Adventurer, II: 11-12.
Samuel Johnson, Rasselas and Other Tales, ed. Gwin J. Kolb, The Works of Samuel
Johnson (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1990), XVI: 49.
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soixls in The Idler, the most memorable of which may perhaps
be the torpid conversationaUsts and scholars of Idler #78, Tom
Steady, Jack Solid, and Dick Snug.
But Johnson himself, no mental idler, seems to have been
more concerned with physical inactivity, particularly with what
might be called the idleness of the bed. His metaphorical
embellishments of the idleness theme testify to this fact. In
Rambler #134, for instance, he states, "Idleness never can secure
tranquility; the call of reason and of conscience will pierce the
closest pavilion of the sluggard, and, though, it may not have
force enough to drive him from his down, will be loud enough
to hinder him from sleep."^' Johnson's passage is an embel
lished variation on Proverbs 6: 9, "How long, O sluggard, will
you rest? when will you rise from your sleep?" Johnson's
sluggard, however, slumbers under no mere canopy, but rather
tmder a pavilion, a term defined in his Dictionary as "a tent; a
temporary or moveable house." The effect is comical, but the
intent quite serious: physical idleness, as we shall see later, was
viewed by Johnson as a vice with serious civic consequences.
Though physical idleness is often caused by laziness, it is also
frequently caused by the body's natural weaknesses. In Rambler
#8, Johnson uses synecdoche to describe one of the natural
causes of the body's idleness, the inequafity of the body's power
when compared with the power of the mind:
For such is the inequality of our coiporeal to our
intellectual faculties, that we contrive in minutes what we
execute in years, and the soul often stands an idle
spectator of the labour of the hands, and the expedition
of the feet.^'
In "the labour of the hands" and "the expedition of the feet,"
Johnson uses two synecdoches—a trope signifying a part (bodily
" Johnson, The Rambler, IV: 348.
" Johnson, The Rambler, HI: 41.
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appendage) that stands for a whole (the body itself—to compare
the powers of the body and the mind. In using this figure, he
seems to be aware of the trope's potential for reducing things
into their basic elements, for his synecdoche reduces the bodily
faculties into passive agents. Johnson's synecdochal passage, as
much as any of his figures on vanity, argues that humans are
mentally and physically limited and that this kind of idle
ness—though not good—must be reckoned part of the human
condition.
If Johnson uses figurative language to describe the effects of
idleness on his idlers' individual minds and bodies, he also uses
figures to amplify the civic consequences of idleness. Because
idleness undermines the civic responsibility of both the
governors and the governed, it is, says Johnson in Sermon 26,
the "original or parent vice, from which [all other vices] have
their birth, and which they all contribute to support.'"*® Indeed,
in the latter half of Sermon 26, Johnson sets out to amplify his
claim that idleness acts as a vice that influences the growth of
other vices. His principal means of figurative amplification are
gradatio and congeries, figures of augmentation and accumula
tion.
As in many of Johnson's amplificatory figures, he uses
gradatio in Sermon 26 to amplify an extended line of causal
reasoning. Gradatio is a figure of climax that (in Quintilian's
words) "repeats what has already been said and, before passing
to a new point, dwells on those which precede.'"** In Sermon
26, Johnson's rhetorical purpose in using gradatio is to
recapitulate and to augment a sequence of causes that he argues
are linked up in a cycle of reciprocal causality. He therefore
arranges gradatio to follow upon the heels of his paragraph-long
causal argument;
Johnson, Sermons, XTV: 282.
"" Quintilian, Institutio Oratoria, IX.iii.54f. Puuenham, in The Arte of English
Poesie, offers an example that, like Johnson's, displays a causal progression in an
ethical context: "His vertue made him wise, his wisedome brought him wealth,
/ His wealth wan many friends, his friends made such supply" (217).
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Thus he is in a short time enslaved to his senses, his
resolution grows every day weaker, and his mind is
disposed by frequent temptations to favour those vices,
which he at first detested, till at last when poverty the
natural attendant on idleness invades him, he is ready to
relieve his wants rather by villany than industry, and
prefers the dangers of wickedness to the fatigues of an
honest calling.
Thus idleness produces necessity, necessity incites to
wickedness, and wickedness again supplies the means of
living in idleness."*^
The progression of idleness, Johnson claims, moves from the
tyranny of the idle imagination, to slothfulness, to poverty,
and, finally, to civic vice. Asstuning audience agreement on
these causal claims, he proceeds not from iterative to specific
examples but rather from these generalized examples to
figurative amplification: "Thus idleness produces necessity,
necessity incites to wickedness, and wickedness again supplies
the means of living in idleness." Johnson's repetition of
"necessity" and "wickedness" in his use of gradatio amplifies the
causal connection between these sufficient causes of civic
idleness, syntactically linking up a chain of causes that has been
assumed rather than argued. With respect to the intended
audience. Church of England congregants, arguing such a causal
coimection would have probably been less persuasive than using
a figure of augmentation that moves the emotions and aids the
memory.
Just as Johnson uses gradatio to augment idleness' negative
effect on civic responsibility, he uses congeries, a figure of
accumulation, to amplify the multiple effects of idleness on
society. Though congeries is given various interpretations in
rhetorical handbooks, it is universally agreed that it is an
accvunulation of words and sentences—a "piling up" of things
Johnson, Sermons, XIV: 282-3.
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that, depending on the interpreter, are either the same or
different/^ Its rhetorical purpose is, as Puttenham aptly states,
"[to] winne the game by multitude of words and speaches."'^'^
Though abundant examples of congeries are in classical and
Renaissance literature, Johnson's precedent for using this figure
in Sermon 26 may have been Sir Thomas More's Utopia. In
Book I of Utopia, More has Raphael Hythloday use congeries
to persuade his interlocutors that dens of idleness are ubiquitous
and thereby a threat to the good of the commonwealth:
lam ganea, lustra, lupanar, & aliud lupanar tabernae,
uinariae, ceruisiariae, postremo tot improbi ludi, alea,
charta, fritillus, pila, sphaera, discus, an non haec celeriter
exhausta pecunia, reaa suos mystas mittunt aliquo
latrocinatum?'*'
[Do not dives, brothels, and those other places as bad as
brothels, to wit, wine shops and alehouses—do not all
those crooked games of chance, dice, cards, backgammon,
ball, bowling, and quoits, soon drain the purses of their
votaries and send them ofi to rob someone.]
Johnson's own proposal to rulers similarly makes use of
congeries—though in much looser form than More's exam
ple—to magnify the presence of dens of idleness and their evil
consequences:
Those houses are the pitfalls of our youth, from which
those that are once trepaned into them rarely escape, they
ought to be demolished as the dens of savages that prey
upon mankind, and he that shall contribute to suppress
•" See especially, Quintilian, Institutio Oratoria, Vin.iv.26f; Peacham, Garden of
Eloquence, 113; and Puttenham, Arte of English Poesie, 243.
Puttenham, Art of English Poesie, 243.
Thomas More, Utopia, ed. Edward Surtz, S. J. and J. H. Hexter, The Complete
Works of St. Thomas More (New Haven: Yale Univeisity Press, 1965), IV: 68-9.
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them will have the satisfaction of breaking the most fatal
snares of vice in which the yoimg, the gay, and the
thoughtless are entangled, of overturning the mansions of
luxury, in which the negligent and the wealthy are lulled
to lethargies, from which they only wake to find
themselves miserable, miserable often beyond remedy,
their bodies diseased, their minds enervated, and their
fortunes exhausted/^
This passage displays one of the trademarks of Johnsonian
amplification, persuasion through a copious accumulation of
words: the governors should be "demolishfing] the dens of
savages," "breaking the most fatal snares," and "overturning the
mansions of luxury" because idleness has resulted in the idlers'
having "their bodies diseased, their minds enervated, and their
fortunes exhausted." By using congeries, Johnson acciunulates
a niunber of details that impress upon his readers' minds an
image of idleness' despoliation of society, an image most vivid
with respect to the stagnant state of the idlers themselves.
A similar though more descriptively vivid use of congeries
may be foimd in The Life of Savage. Here, Johnson's example
IS more telling about his own experience, for he describes in
vivid detail the effects of idleness on his close friend Richard
Savage:
On a bulk, in a cellar, or in a glass-house among thieves
and beggars, was to be found the Author of The
Wanderer, the man of exalted sentiments, extensive views,
and curious observations; the man whose remarks on life
might have assisted the statesman, whose ideas of virtue
might have enlightened the moralist, whose eloquence
might have influenced senates, and whose delicacy might
have polished courts."*^
Johnson, Sermons, XIV: 284.
Samuel Johnson, Lives of the English Poets, ed. George Birkbeck Hill (Oxford:
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The contrast between Savage's current condition and his former
potential is qtiite moving in this passage, the writer's present
domicile, a "bulk," "cellar," and "glass-house," being at odds
with his character, "the man of exalted sentiments, extensive
views, and curious observations." As in many of Johnson's
examples of accumulation, he uses this figure here to communi
cate the strong emotions he feels for his friend and fellow idler
Richard Savage.
In Johnson's embellishment of his idleness theme, he reveals
his concerns about the dangerous effects of idleness on
individuals and society. His amphfication of this theme is bold
and pathetical, at least as much, if not more so, than that of
vanity. To show how strongly he feels about this vice, he uses
gradatio and congeries, figures of augmentation and accumula
tion. But he can, of course, be more playful about this vice, as
in his use of polyptoton, extended metaphor, and synecdoche.
Yet even when displaying figurative playfulness, his rhetorical
stance is that of the Idler admonishing his idlers.

Represent to your imagination, that your bed is your
gyave; that all things are ready for your interment;
that you are to have no more to do with this world;
and that it will he owing to God's great mercy, if you
ever see doe light of the sun again, or have another day
to add to your works of piety.
— William Law, A Serious Call to a Devout
and Holy Life
If Johnson in his ethical writings continually advises readers to
avoid vain thoughts, he proposes exactly the opposite about
death. In Rambler i^78, he states that "the great incentive to
Clarendon Press, 1905; New York: Oa^on Books, 1967), II: 399.
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virtue is the reflection that we must die." Such a statement is
consistent with humanistic thought, both ancient and modern.
In Rambler #17, for instance, Johnson appeals to Epictetus'
authority about the necessity of reflecting upon death (as one
of a number o{pathos-mAvicmg things): "Think, says Epictetus,
frequently on poverty, banishment, and death, and thou wilt
then never indulge violent desires, or give up thy heart to mean
sentiments.'"'® Though Johnson does not relate his proposals
about contemplating death to any modern sources, he might
have had in mind the words of a favorite theologian, William
Law, who, in A Serious Call to a Devout and Holy Life, says,
"Let your prayers, therefore, then be wholly upon [death],
reckoning upon all the dangers, imcertainties, and terrors of
death; let them contain everything that can affect and awaken
your mind into just apprehensions of it."''' One can only
imagine the terror that these words induced in the impression
able young Sam Johnson who first studied Law's Serious Call at
Pembroke College.'"
Given Johnson's belief that meditating upon death encour
ages virtue, he tmderstandably values figures that describe death
and that amplify its importance to ethical thought. One of his
principal means of describing death is through metaphor;
indeed, in varying this theme throughout his writings, copia is
largely gained through this trope. In his embellishment of
death, personification also has a descriptive role, though
generally more pathetical in effect than metaphor. Perhaps his
most interesting embellishment of death is his use of certain
amplificatory figures to show emotion and to maintain decorum
in ceremonial contexts. When he praises the dead, Johnson,
familiar with the figures of epideictic rhetoric, chooses
paralepsis and aposiopesis as a means of praising the dead
without violating Church of England standards of propriety.
•" Samuel Johnson, The Rambler, IH: 93.
William Law, A Serious Call to a Devout and Holy Life, ed. Ernest Rhys (New
York: Dutton, 1906), 339.
" See Hfll and Pow^, BoswdTs Life of Johnson, L 68.
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According to Christian eschatology, death is a journey in
which a traveler leaves a temporal state and ends up in an
everlasting one, preferably a heavenly state. While Johnson's
ethical and religious writings affirm this view, his rhetorical
humanism does not try to simplify or to mitigate the anguish
of death. His death metaphors reveal the solitary and lonely
nature of the end of life's journey. In Idler #41, "On the death
of a friend," Johnson describes the person entering the final
state of life's journey as solitary:
Such is the condition of our present existence, that life
must one time lose its associations, and every inhabitant
of the earth mitst walk downward to the grave alone and
tinregarded, without any partner of his joy or grief,
without any interested witness of his misfortunes or
success.^^
Johnson's metaphor offers the reader a striking image of the
solitary traveler, whom he describes as a being "walkfing]
downward to the grave alone and unregarded." Though stark
in its descriptive detail, his metaphorical image is moving
because it varies the more conventional expectations of simply
being laid' in the grave. Johnson's metaphor of the "down
ward" journey emphasizes human volition, the act of preparing
for death.
If death is the end of our earthly journey and the beginning
of our eternal one, then death must have a point of departure.
Within the metaphorical schema of death as a departure, one of
the most interesting questions is the kind of departure point a
writer chooses." In the course of Johnson's writings, death
" Johnson, The Idler and The Adventurer, 11: 130.
" Regarding metaphorical schemas of death, see George Lakoflf and Mark Turner,
More than Cool Reason: A Field Guide to Poetic Metaphor (Chicago: University of
Chic^o Press, 1989), 1-26. My following discussion of Johnson's death metaphors
is indebted to these authors.
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becomes a "brink," a "precipice," a "gulpb," and other vertiginal
abysses that stands between the present and eternity.
One of Johnson's favorite vertiginal metaphors is that of
death as a "brink." In his Dictionary, he records Francis
Atterbury's use of this metaphor in Fourteen Sermons Preach'd
on Several Occasions (1708). "We stand therefore on the brinks
and confines of those states at the day of doom," reads the
Atterbury illustration. Though Johnson's metaphor of "death
as a brink" in Sermon 15 may have recalled Atterbury's words,
his partictdar use is less teleological and more imagistic than
Atterbury's metaphors. Near the beginning of Johnson's
sermon, he describes death as a gaping coffin that cannot be
escaped and from which there is no return: "We all stand upon
the brink of the grave; of that state, in which there is no
repentance."^^ What is striking about this passage is not only
its graphic image but also its surrotmding contextual explana
tion. For immediately preceding this image, Johnson proposes,
much in the vein of William Law, that his audience meditate
upon disagreeable images of death as an inducement to virtue.
"But since the mind is always of itself shrinking from
disagreeable images, it is sometimes necessary to recall them;
and it may contribute to the repression of many unreasonable
desires, and the prevention of many faults and follies."^'*
Following his graveside image, Johnson invents other "disagree
able images" that show the exigency of time passing, such as
flowers withering in the field and people lost in the current of
life.^^ But as these other imagistic metaphors have to do with
time passing rather than time ending, none have the same
pathetical effect upon an audience.
Johnson uses other metaphors that are variations of his
"death as a brink" metaphor, namely, death as a "precipice" and
" Johnson, Sermons, XIV: 161. Another fine example may be found in Idler #42:
"Reason deserts us at the brink of the grave, and can give no further intelligence"
(77>e Idler and The Adventurer, Ih 130).
" Johnson, Sermons, XIV: 160-1.
" See Johnson, Sermons, XIV: 162-3.
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"gulph." An interesting use of these metaphors is found in
Rambler ISA, an essay entitled "A death-bed the true school of
wisdom." While the metaphorical depiction of death as a
"precipice" and "gulph" is not unusual in sermonic oratory, as
any reader of Jonathan Edwards knows, Johnson's use of these
metaphors highlights his own concern with the solitary nature
of dying:
I have from that time frequently revolved in my rnind,
the effects which the observation of death produces, in
those who are not wholly without the power and use of
reflexion; for by far the greater part it is wholly unre
garded, their friends and their enemies sink into the grave
without raising any uncommon emotion, or reminding
them that they are themselves on the edge of the
precipice, and that they mirst soon plunge into the gulph
of eternity.®^
If death is anything in this passage, it is a descent. The
Rambler observes his friends and enemies "sink into the grave";
stands "on the edge of the precipice"; and recognizes that he,
too, "must soon plunge into the gulph of eternity." Johnson's
metaphors suggest a mind that, though filled with the hope of
the Christian message, viewed death as an uncertain and fearful
event.
If Johnson's metaphors describe death as solitary and
tmcertain, his personifications of death present it as an enemy
to be feared. Personified examples of death are common both
in his published writings and in his private diary entries. In
Johnson's public discourse, the personifications of death are
bold and designed to move his audience. For instance, in
Sermon 25, a sermon in honor of his wife's death, he presents
death as the enemy of all that is good. To heighten his
personification, he uses his famous synonymous triplet: "the
^ Johnson, The RamUer, HI: 292.
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fear of death has always been considered as the great enemy of
human quiet, the polluter of the feast of happiness, and
embitterer of the cup of joy,"'^ By means of synonymy,
Johnson presents death in terms of three similar agencies:
enemy, polluter, and embitterer. And the corresponding states
of the violated individual, "human quiet," "happiness," and
"joy," while not exactly synonymous, also share a similar
nature.
Johnson's personification of death inverts the
commonplace metaphor of "life as a banquet," depicting death
as a banqueter who spoils the banquet. Such a personification
of death is particularly appropriate for a funeral written by a
husband for a wife, since a husband and wife in the Church of
England are initially joined in a wedding feast, are eventually
parted, and are given the hope of rejoining one another at the
heavenly feast.
Perhaps even more telling about Johnson's own fear of death
are his private—or at least ostensibly private—personifications
of death in his diary. For example, in a diary entry marking
his sixty-fourth birthday, he petitions God to prepare him for
heaven as "Death approaches."^® His capitalization of "Death"
is no accident, for it is the only substantive capitalized
throughout the entry except for the heads of sentences and the
word "God" and other deific homonyms. In this entry,
Johnson resolves to keep a more careful record of his time,
while simultaneously admitting that time's passing and death's
inevitable approach are beyond his control:
But when I consider my age, and the broken state of my
body, I have great reason to fear lest Death should lay
hold upon me, while I am yet only designing to live.
But, I have yet hope.®'

Johnson, Sermons, XIV: 263.
Samuel Johnson, Diaries, Prayers, and Annals, ed. E. L. McAdam, Jr.., The Works
of Samuel Johnson (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1958), I: 161.
Johnson, Diaries, I: 160.
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While the "hand of Death" is a common personification in the
history of English literature, Johnson's bold personification of
death in a diary entry is unusual. Certainly, nothing of this
sort has been identified in Pepys's diary, nor in other earlier or
contemporary diaries.
Though Johnson's metaphors and personifications of death
are inventive and bold, his use of figures in epideictic contexts
to praise the dead display more artifice. His sophisticated
knowledge of ceremonial rhetoric is revealed in his biographical
reference to Bolingbroke's use of aposiopesis—a figure of
interrupted speech generally occasioned by pathos^°—vo praise
Pope at the poet's death. Of Bolingbroke's use of this
amplificatory figure, Johnson, in the Life of Pope, records
At another time he said, "I have known Pope these thirty
years, and value myself more in his friendship than—" his
grief then suppressed his voice.^^
While Johnson's appreciation of the pathetical effect of this
figure is not historically novel, his critical bias was not shared
by some major rhetorical authorities in the eighteenth century.
Alexander Pope, in Peri Bathous, violently denounces this figure
as artifice, calls it "an excellent Figure for the Ignorant," and
asks his polite readers "never to take [it] in earnest."^^ When
faced with rhetorical insincerity, Johnson himself could criticize
figurative artifice—as his censure of Milton's "passion plucks no
berries" in Lycidas reveals.^' But when amplificatory figures like
aposiopesis imitate and amplify the human emotions, his
appreciation of their pathetical effects is unfailing.
See Quiatilian, Institutio Oratoria, IX.ii.54-7.
" Samuel Johnson, Lives of the Poets, HI: 191.
Alexander Pope, Peri Bathous: or, Martinus ScriUerus His Treatise of the Art of
Sinking in Poetry, in Selected Prose of Alexander Pope, ed. Paul Hammond
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987), 189.
" Johnson, Lives of the Poets, I: 163.
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A more personal example of how Johnson uses amplificatory
figures in ceremonial contexts may be foimd in the sermon on
his wife's death, Sermon 25. In this sermon, he places his brief
praise of his wife within a more generalized argument for the
need to prepare for death and for the judgment of God.
Becaiase Church of England standards of decorum disallow
profuse praise of the dead, he uses paralepsis, a figure of
indirection that states what it feigns not to state.^"^ Of
Elizabeth's moral and intellectual qualities, Johnson states.
To praise the extent of her knowledge, the acuteness of
her wit, the accuracy of her judgment, the force of her
sentiments, or the elegance of her expression, would ill
suit with the occasion.^^
Having said this, Johnson, of course, need say little
more—though a subsequent paragraph emphasizes, briefly, how
each of these moral and intellectual qualities were used for her
Creator's glory. Paralepsis, in short, allows Johnson to amplify
his wife's virtues without exceeding the botmds of ecclesiastical
decorum.
Johnson's embellishment of the theme of death, even more
so than that of either vanity or idleness, emphasizes human
limitations. To be mortal is to be in time, and to eventually
die. While not, strictly speaking, an ethical theme, the theme
of death reverberates with ethical implications. Johnson's use
of metaphor emphasizes the solitary nature of the human
journey and the uncertainty of this journey's destination. And
his descriptive use of personification reveals the face of death,
showing death to be a spoiler of solemn feasts and an enemy of
time. But perhaps most interesting of all, certain figures of
speech, aposiopesis and paralepsis, provide Johnson with a
means of discussing death with dignity and decorum. That is,
" See Puttenham, The Arte of English Poesie, 239-40.
" Johnson, Sermons, XIV: 268-9.
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just as death's fearful face can be amplified through certain
figures, so too can death's blow be mitigated—without a loss of
sincerity or realism—through other such figures. In a variety of
contexts, Johnson finds figurative amplification to be the best
means of communicating his thoughts about the ultimate
human limitation, death.

Johnson's embellishment of the themes of vanity, idleness, and
death reveals his indebtedness to the classical and Renaissance
copia traditions. His method of embellishing these themes,
moreover, identifies him with certain aspects of the humanistic
culture of Renaissance rhetoric.
Renaissance rhetorical
humanism, as seen in Erasmus, Peacham, and Puttenham, has
historically provided writers with a model of ethical persuasion
that emphasizes figurative amplification. While students of
eighteenth-century prose recognize the importance of com
parative amplification in this period, they similarly notice the
increasing devaluation of the other classes of amplification,
especially accumulation and augmentation. As an ethical writer
wielding his stylistic craft in the eighteenth-century belletristic
culture of Addison and Swift, Johnson is tmusual in his
appreciation of the broader copia tradition. He turns to this
tradition, despite its conflict with eighteenth-century stylistic
standards, because it helps him to extend his ethical themes in
a variety of contexts and to impress these ethical themes on his
readers' minds. Figures of accumulation and augmentation,
such as synonymy, congeries, enumeratio, and gradatio, are
typical strategies of his ethical inquiry—persuasion by means of
rhetorical intensification and climax. Without these and other
amplificatory figures, Johnson's prose style would lack its
stylistic abundance and variety and would therefore lack its
ethical suasion. And Johnson's readers would encovmter a
writer of a different character, perhaps more in the image of a
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Hugh Blair, Horace Walpole, or Thomas Babington Macaulay,
or, if taken to an extreme, even of a John Locke.
What Johnson's readers encoimter instead is a writer whose
copious stylistic practices distinguished him from many of his
contemporaries. Future studies might examine the ethical
implications of other writers, perhaps Edmxmd Burke and
Edward Gibbon, who shared his appreciation of the copia
tradition. This tradition, after all, would wane—though never
die—in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

